
Plexr  

Soft Blepharoplasty 

Dropping eyelid? Afraid of surgery, suture or knife and long downtime? Let’s fix it softly 
and slowly with Plexr like the magic stick of the Fairy godmother in Cinderella story 

 

Plexr 

What is Soft Blepharoplasty? 

Blepharoplasty is a commonly performed surgical procedure to remove the excess skin or 

fat found on the eyelids after 30s. The excess skin or dropping eyelid can be solved by 

surgical way. However, it always comes with downtime, risk to alter one’s facial 
appearance. 

Soft surgery is a new concept created by an Italian company, GMV srl. GMV created this 

concept to deal with excess skin in a more scientific way using focused plasma, called 

Plexr. 

No knife, no suture! 

Plexr uses focused plasma like a thunder. It sublimates the soft tissue and to delivers 

thermal energy to stimulate collagen and elastin to life up the dropping skin. 

How it works? 

Micro Plexr thermal coagulation zone made by plasma in a triangle pattern sublimates the 

excessive skin and stretches out the skin. At the same time the delivered thermal plasma 

energy inside the skin stimulates collagen and elastin to create the newer and healthier 

skin promising a natural look. 

Q & A 

Q : Can Plexr treat the other area other than the eyelid? 

A : It can treat the whole face and body where you have skin laxity problem. 

 

Q : What about downtime? 

A : Depends on the energy you apply, Swelling goes away in 2-3 days. Scabs go away in 

5-7 days. 

  

 



Q : Is it painful? 

A : It is not 100% pain-free procedure, but tolerable with topical anesthesia. 

Q : Is it one time procedure? 

A : If it is not severe case, it can be one time. But the concept of soft surgery is to treat 

the area softly but repetitively with an interval of 2-3 weeks to have the optimal result. 

 

Q : I am in my 20s, am I a good candidate for Plexr? 

A : If you’re looking for the double eye-lid or Epicanthoplasty , you’re the right 
candidate. 

 


